Please join me in congratulating Cesar Bulosan as the recipient of the AP Employee of the Month for March!

Fun facts about Cesar:
- He was born in Luzon, Philippines
- Cesar loves to walk with his 2 dogs every weekend
- He loves to spend time with his baby granddaughter!
- He enjoys listening to jazz music, gardening and watching Western movies

A little more about Cesar:
- Cesar works the evening shift as an HLT II in the Clinical Flow/BM Lab
- He has been working at UCLA Health for nearly 4 years
- His primary tasks are accessioning, routing specimens, BM packet preparation and troubleshooting specimen issues
- Cesar is currently training for Bone Marrow Processing under CLS supervision
- He covers for staff when they are sick and or on vacation

In your own words:
- "Cesar easily gets along with his co-workers - great to work with!"
- "Reliable person!"
- "Has a very pleasant personality and very accommodating person."
- "A team player at par."
- "Cesar always know how to lend a hand if needed!"
- "Having Cesar on the team makes a huge difference."
- "Even when the going gets tough, Cesar continues to have the best attitude."

Cesar is a great example of CI-CARE with his focus on connecting with colleagues to make sure patient information is passed on safely and quickly! He carries out the Cultural North Star elements on a daily basis by “coming to work to make an impact!”

If you see Cesar on campus, please congratulate him on this achievement! This announcement will also be presented on a poster in the A7 corridor of CHS. Come check it out!
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